that these messengers are not involved in depression elevation, whereas 200-300 ms is allowed between of glutamate-evoked currents in PCs cultured for long uncaged cGMP and Ca 2؉ increase. This surprising difperiods from embryonic animals (Linden and Connor, ference in timing precision can be explained either by 1992). tighter localization and faster decay of cGMP when Metabotropic glutamate receptor activation is clearly generated by NO rather than uncaging, or by two indeimportant in LTD, because pharmacological blockade of such receptors or genetic deletion of the mGluR1 pendent coincidence detectors in series.
Introduction transduction cascade is uncertain. Most workers have assumed that the relevant mGluR1 molecules are on the Long-term depression (LTD) in the cerebellum is a form PC (Ito and Karachot, 1990; Shigemoto et al., 1992 ) and of synaptic plasticity in which a brief burst of simultanethat their function is to cause phosphoinositide hydrolyous stimulation of the climbing fiber (CF) and parallel sis to release Ins(1,4,5)P 3 and diacylglycerol in that cell. fiber (PF) synapses onto Purkinje neurons causes a longIns(1,4,5)P 3 could synergize with Ca 2ϩ from depolarizalasting depression in the efficacy of the PF synapse (Ito tion to produce further release of Ca 2ϩ through the et al., 1982; Sakurai, 1987) . The CF serves merely to Ins(1,4,5)P 3 receptor (Berridge, 1993) , while diacylglycdepolarize the Purkinje neuron and can be replaced erol could synergize with Ca 2ϩ to activate protein kinase by depolarization, which opens voltage-operated Ca 2ϩ C. It remains unclear how this potential signaling caschannels and produces a transient rise in intracellular cade relates to that of NO and cGMP. Hartell (1996) free Ca 2ϩ concentrations ([Ca 2ϩ ] i ). This [Ca 2ϩ ] i transient recently reported that the mGluR antagonist MCPG preis necessary for LTD induction because buffering of vents a form of LTD produced by inhibitors of cGMP intracellular Ca 2ϩ , for example with BAPTA, prevents phosphodiesterase or injections of 8-Br-cGMP, which LTD induction (Konnerth et al., 1992) . However, CF stimwould imply that mGluRs are an essential component ulation or depolarization also evokes currents of sodium downstream of cGMP. and other ions. Na ϩ influx has been suggested to be To sort out the relative importance and ordering of an essential component of LTD induction in cultured these molecules and pathways, we feel that it is imporPurkinje neurons derived from immature animals (Linden tant to go beyond traditional pharmacological activators et al., 1993) . Other workers have found that uncaging and inhibitors. Our approach relies heavily on caged of Ca 2ϩ inside similar cultured Purkinje neurons is suffimessengers (Adams and Tsien, 1993) , molecules that cient to replace depolarization and synergizes with ionare biologically inert until photolyzed by a flash of ultravitophoretic pulses of glutamate (Kasono and Hirano, olet (UV) light, whereupon they immediately release the 1994) to elicit LTD. Thus, although there is unanimity active messenger such as NO, Ca 2ϩ , or cGMP. The resulting pulsed biochemical signals are more realistic that Ca 2ϩ is necessary for LTD induction, it remains than static application of NO donors, Ca 2ϩ ionophores, Results or nonhydrolyzable cGMP analogs. The ability of an uncaged messenger to circumvent pharmacological Simultaneous PF Stimulation and Uncaging of Ca 2؉ Induce LTD blockade proves specificity of the inhibitors and establishes the ordering of steps in a signal transduction casAlthough Ca 2ϩ is necessary for LTD induction, it has been unclear whether it is also entirely sufficient to medicade. The precise temporal control enables exploration of coincidence timing requirements, which are crucial ate the effects of depolarization in mature PCs. The simplest way to answer this question is to elevate [Ca 2ϩ ] i in controlling when a synapse undergoes plasticity. EPSCs in a Purkinje neuron are monitored using whole-cell patch recording. Each point is the average of five EPSC peak amplitudes from consecutive PF stimuli delivered at 0. ''Mean%'' is the average EPSC amplitude measured every 5 s from 5-10 min after the manipulation, expressed as a percentage of the average EPSC amplitude for the last 5 min before the manipulation, then averaged over the number of experiments (n). ''ϮSE'' is the standard error of the final mean of percentages. P is the probability that the observed depression of mean % below 100% could have been obtained by chance, calculated by the one-tailed paired Student's t test (Sheskin, 1997) . Values Ͼ0.05 are noted as n.s., not significant. ''No depress'' indicates that the mean after the manipulation exceeded that before the manipulation, nullifying the hypothesis that LTD was induced. PF, parallel fiber stimulation. Depol., depolarization. All protocols considered to induce LTD have P Յ 0.013, whereas all protocols in which LTD induction was considered blocked have P Ն 0.14.
by a nonelectrical means, namely photorelease of caged served to make sure that the nitr-7 was loaded with Ca 2ϩ . Then UV illumination to release both NO and Ca 2ϩ , calcium introduced into the cell via the patch pipette. We chose nitr-7 because it has a high prephotolysis without any electrical or synaptic stimulation (protocol b; n ϭ 7), produced LTD. This result was obtained in all Ca 2ϩ affinity, selectivity against Mg 2ϩ interference, fast kinetics, and lack of proton uptake or release (Adams of seven cells tested and strongly indicates that NO and Ca 2ϩ together are sufficient intracellular triggers for all et al., 1988) . Before photolysis, nitr-7 is a good buffer of Ca 2ϩ and should mimic BAPTA in preventing LTD subsequent biochemistry. induction. This prediction is confirmed in Figure 1 , protocol a, in which nitr-7 prevented the usual induction of Coincidence Timing Requirements for NO and Depolarization LTD by PF stimulation and simultaneous depolarization (n ϭ 3; see also Table 1 ). Also, when the nitr-7 was Caged compounds are uniquely advantageous for determining biochemical timing requirements since they photolyzed by UV pulses (500 ms) at 1 Hz for 30 s without PF stimulation (protocol b), LTD was not induced (n ϭ deliver messenger substances with temporal precision. CNO-4 belongs to a family of molecules whose release 4). However, when the uncaging was synchronized with PF stimulation (protocol d), LTD promptly resulted (n ϭ of NO tracks the time course of illumination with Ͻ5 ms delay (Makings and Tsien, 1994) . Such fast kinetics 3). The specific need for parallel fiber stimulation indicated that the reduction in synaptic current was not due permit exploration of the coincidence requirement for NO and depolarization to induce LTD. However, we to nonspecific photodynamic damage or Ca 2ϩ -induced toxicity to the participating cellular elements. Thus, phocould not combine caged Ca 2ϩ and caged NO to explore timing delays because they are photolyzed by the same toreleased Ca 2ϩ is sufficient to replace CF activity and depolarization, and the elevation of [Ca 2ϩ ] i is the only UV wavelengths. Therefore, we returned to depolarization as a rapid means for elevating [Ca 2ϩ ] i and tested essential function of depolarization in inducing LTD in mature PCs in slices.
how much time delay is tolerated between the end of NO uncaging and the subsequent onset of depolarization. Previously, we had shown that 50 ms delay was suffiSimultaneous Uncaging of NO and Ca 2؉ Induce LTD without Any Electrical Activity cient to thwart LTD, but the actual threshold was not determined . Figure 3 shows an We have previously shown that PF stimulation can be entirely replaced by uncaging of NO (Lev-Ram et al., example in which 10 ms is borderline, giving about one third the maximal degree of synaptic depression that 1995). Therefore, simultaneous photorelease of NO and Ca 2ϩ should be sufficient to induce LTD. Figure 2 concoincident NO and depolarization could produce ( Figure  3A , protocols a and b). On average ( Figure 3C ), 10 ms firms this prediction. The two caged compounds, CNO-4 and nitr-7, were both introduced into the PC via the delay gives 50% of maximal LTD (n ϭ 4), and delays of 50 ms or greater prevent it altogether. patch pipette. Simultaneous depolarization and PF activity failed to induce LTD (protocol a; n ϭ 6) just as Both in vivo and in slices, LTD has long been known to require near synchrony between the CF and PF inputs in Figure 1 , presumably because of the Ca 2ϩ -buffering action of the unphotolyzed nitr-7. This stimulation also (Ekerot and Kano, 1989; Schreurs and Alkon, 1993). However, the estimates of timing resolution varied con-2), synergizes with uncaged NO to induce LTD without any presynaptic activity or transmitter release suggest siderably and had not been measured under our present conditions in slices with depolarization supplied by a that subsequent mGluR activation is unnecessary. However, Hartell (1996) challenged this conclusion bewhole-cell patch pipet. We now find that PF stimulation preceding depolarization by just 20 ms is completely cause he found that the mGluR inhibitor MCPG (RS-␣-methyl-4-carboxyphenylglycine) prevented LTD inineffective and may even produce some potentiation, while a delay of 10 ms produced incomplete LTD, and duced by PF activity plus either phosphodiesterase inhibitors or injection of 8-Br-cGMP. We therefore tested the two inputs simultaneously give full LTD (Figures 3B and 3C) . Thus, PF activity and uncaged NO are very MCPG explicitly. Application of 200 M MCPG in the bath prevents LTD induction by PF stimulation plus desimilar in their precision of coincidence detection with depolarization-induced Ca 2ϩ elevation. polarization ( Figure 4 , protocol a) as expected (Hartell, 1994b (Hartell, , 1996 Hé mart et al., 1995) ODQ is the most specific blocker currently available for PF-PC synapse.
sGC, with an IC50 of 20 nM . As predicted, 1 M ODQ prevents either PF stimulation Inhibition of Soluble Guanylate Cyclase Prevents (protocol a; n ϭ 6) or photoreleased NO (protocol b; n ϭ LTD Induction, but Uncaged cGMP Can 5) from inducing LTD. This blockade can be circumCircumvent the Blockade vented by uncaged cGMP plus depolarization (Figure The best-defined molecular target of NO is sGC (Bredt 5B; n ϭ 6). Another guanylate cyclase inhibitor, LY83583 and Snyder, 1992) . NO stimulates sGC to generate (Schmidt et al., 1985) , bath applied at 1 M, also blocked cGMP (Bredt and Snyder, 1989; Furchgott and Van- the effects of PF stimulation or photoreleased NO (reHoutte, 1989), which in turn activates cGMP-dependent sults not shown), though these results are less definitive protein kinase (PKG) (Ito, 1991; Ito and Karachot, 1992) .
because LY83583 is less potent and probably less speMoreover, this is a likely pathway since sGC is abundant cific than ODQ. These results suggest that NO acts by in PCs (Nakane et al., 1983; Matsuoka et al., 1992), and there is already considerable evidence for the involveelevating cGMP in the Purkinje cell. Inhibition of cGMP-Dependent Protein Kinase respective K i s are 14.8 M and 1.02 mM, a selectivity of 70 in favor of PKG. PKC is even less affected, being Prevents LTD Induction Further evidence that cGMP is essential for LTD and inhibited only 20% at 1 mM. The peptide was introduced at 1 mM in the patch pipette and was allowed to diffuse acts through protein phosphorylation comes from experiments with three different inhibitors of PKG. R P -8-into the cell for 25 min. The intracellular presence of PKGI prevented LTD induction by either PF stimulation Br-PET-cGMPS is an inhibitor of PKG type 1a and b with K i values of 35 nM and 30 nM, respectively, and is or photoreleased NO, both combined with depolarization ( Figure 6C ). Although any inhibitor might be nonspenot metabolized by mammalian cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE) (Butt et al., 1995) . This cGMP anacific, the ability of three very different types of PKG blockers to prevent LTD generation is strong evidence log, which presumably competes for the cGMP binding site, was introduced into the PC via the patch pipette for the necessity of this enzyme in LTD induction by PF stimulation or NO. The efficacy of KT5823 and PKGI (500 nM) and prevented LTD induction by either PF stimulation or photoreleased NO, both combined with depoargues strongly for PKG rather than cyclic nucleotidegated channels to be the key target for cGMP activation. larization in all cells tested ( Figure 6A ). Another way to block PKG is by KT5823, a relatively specific PKG inhibitor (Grider, 1993) (Kase et al., 1987) . Application of KT5823 at 1 M in the bath did not change the electrophysiologiDoes cGMP still need Ca 2ϩ to induce LTD? Uncaging cGMP by itself elicited full LTD in only three of seven cal properties of the cell. However, it prevented LTD induction by both PF stimulation or photoreleased NO, trials. However, uncaged cGMP combined with depolarization-induced Ca 2ϩ transients was much more reliable, each combined with depolarization (n ϭ 7) ( Figure  6B ). KT5823 had previously been reported to prevent eliciting LTD in 28 of 31 experiments. We hypothesized that the borderline results with uncaged cGMP alone LTD induction by PFϩCF stimulation or microinjected 8-Br-cGMP (Hartell, 1994a) .
may have been ambiguous because [Ca 2ϩ ]i was then insufficiently controlled. Therefore, the Ca 2ϩ chelator A third independent way to inhibit PKG is with a pseudosubstrate peptide to block the phosphoacceptor BAPTA (5 mM) was included in the patch pipette. In five of six cells, Ca 2ϩ buffering by BAPTA prevented both binding site. The novel peptide Gly-Arg-Thr-Gly-ArgArg-Asn-(D-Ala)-Ile-NH 2 (PKGI) is the most specific PKG PF stimulation and uncaged cGMP from inducing LTD, even when depolarizations were included ( Figure 7C ; inhibitory pseudosubstrate currently available (J. S. W., M. S. Mendelow, and D. S. L., unpublished data). PKGI n ϭ 5). Thus, even after NO has stimulated cGMP production, Ca 2ϩ elevation is still required. Table 1 summacompetitively inhibits phosphorylation of a model substrate, kemptide (Leu-Arg-Arg-Ala-Ser-Leu-Gly-NH 2 ), by rizes the statistics of the protocols that succeeded or failed to induce LTD. PKG and PKA (cAMP-dependent protein kinase). The 
Uncaged cGMP Remains Effective with Up to
This hypothesis would predict that simultaneously uncaged NO and cGMP should require precise coinci-200-300 ms Delay before [Ca 2؉ ] i Elevation How precisely must cGMP and [Ca 2ϩ ]i elevations coindence with depolarization, like NO alone rather than cGMP alone. However, Figure 8B shows that NO ϩ cide? This obvious next question can be answered by inserting variable time delays between cGMP uncaging cGMP act like cGMP alone, i.e., that NO cannot restrict the timing tolerance of cGMP. and subsequent depolarization. Figures 7 and 8A reveal that LTD is still ‫%05ف‬ of maximal at time delays of 300
Another possible artifact was that the caged cGMPs up to now were the standard 2-nitrophenethyl or 4, ms, in contrast to the ‫01ف‬ ms coincidence requirement for NO and [Ca 2ϩ ]i (Figure 3) . Note that the 300 ms persis-5-dimethoxy-2-nitrobenzyl esters (NPE-cGMP or DMNBcGMP), which have no net charge and are at least sometence of cGMP effectiveness is not due to uncaging a vast excess of cGMP. Reduction in the amount of light what membrane permeant (Nerbonne et al., 1984) . Because the caged cGMP is delivered through the patch by a factor of two eliminated LTD, so the cGMP dose was Ͻ2-fold over threshold.
pipette on the cell body, it perhaps remains unevenly distributed within the cell, with the highest concentration Could NO have a dual effect, stimulating both cGMP synthesis and breakdown, therefore narrowing the time at the cell body. In the dendrites and postsynaptic spines, the concentration of NPE-or DMNB-cGMP window during which Ca 2ϩ could synergize with cGMP? might be much lower due to efflux across their relatively ‫01ف‬ ms tolerance for NO uncaged from CNO-4 or delivered from PF stimulation. large areas of surface membrane. A spatially uniform pulse of UV light would therefore release a higher concentration of cGMP at the cell body than at the relevant peripheral synapses ( Figure 9A ). Some of the ‫003ف‬ ms Discussion allowable between cessation of uncaging and the onset of depolarization might represent the time for centrifugal Cerebellar LTD in vivo results from PF input coincident with depolarization from the CF. Many components of diffusion of the cGMP down its concentration gradient toward the postsynaptic elements. To assess this possithe signal transduction cascade have been proposed, including mGluR activation, IP 3 , Ca 2ϩ , diacylglycerol, ble artifact, a new caged cGMP (CM-cGMP) with the exact same caging group as CNO-4 was synthesized.
Na ϩ , NO, and cGMP. However, the logical relationships between these components, the synaptic inputs, and Its structure is shown as the inset to Figure 8C . CMcGMP has two fixed negative charges to make it much the output response have been obscure or even contradictory. Our approach to untangling the maze of interacmore water soluble and membrane impermeant than NPE-or DMNB-cGMP. Because of the molecular weight tions has been the application of a variety of caged compounds that release important messengers such as and hydrophilicity of its guanine and ribose moieties, CM-cGMP should be even less membrane permeant Ca 2ϩ , NO, and cGMP upon photolysis. Such uncaging is a very direct means to prove what functions a given than CNO-4, and upon photolysis, should therefore give a spatially uniform increase in cGMP ( Figure 9B ). Indeed, messenger is sufficient for and is particularly powerful when it can circumvent inhibition of upstream signals. CM-cGMP induced LTD when its photoreleasing pulse was synchronized with depolarization-induced [Ca 2ϩ ]i In such cases, the analysis is reminiscent of genetic epistasis, where the logical order of gene products in a transient (12 of 14 experiments). LTD was reduced by ‫%05ف‬ when the depolarizing pulse was delayed by 200 signal transduction cascade can be deduced by the ability of mutations in downstream genes to override ms after the end of photolysis ( Figure 8C ). Therefore, centrifugal diffusion of cGMP might explain a third of the effects of upstream elements. However, caged compounds have the added feature of millisecond time resothe 300 ms delay allowed with DMNB-cGMP. Nevertheless, a large discrepancy remains between the ‫002ف‬ ms lution, which helps separate the acute direct effects of a messenger from slower indirect or feedback responses, tolerance of cGMP uncaged from CM-cGMP and the and which enables direct testing of biochemical coinciet al., 1993) presumably reflect fundamental differences between that preparation and acute cerebellar slices. dence requirements. Coincidence detection is particularly important in neural networks that have to detect
We previously showed that LTD fails to occur with as little as 50 ms gap between the end of NO uncaging and significant associations between different stimulus pathways and improve their performance without an the beginning of depolarization to raise [Ca 2ϩ ] i . However, 50 ms was only an upper limit on the tolerance. Figure  artificial teacher to revise synaptic weights (Bourne and Nicoll, 1993; Montague and Sejnowski, 1994) .
3 now shows that 10 ms delay on average gives halfmaximal amplitude of LTD. The clear implication is that We previously demonstrated that PF stimulation can be replaced by photoreleased NO .
an effective concentration of NO in the Purkinje neuron lasts for only ‫01ف‬ ms after termination of NO delivery, Either one synergizes with depolarization to elicit LTD. We have now shown that depolarization can be replaced and that NO and Ca 2ϩ transients must coincide within this same time window to be effective. If NO were longerby uncaged Ca 2ϩ . To our knowledge, the combination of simultaneously uncaged Ca 2ϩ and NO (Figure 2 ) is lived or if the coincidence detection were less precise, much greater time delays between termination of NO the first purely biochemical protocol for inducing LTD without electrical or neurotransmitter activity and is release and commencement of Ca 2ϩ elevation should have elicited LTD. strong evidence that these two messengers are sufficient biochemical inputs. One previous report also indi-
The temporal precision of NO signaling has several interesting consequences. Based on the diffusion concated that uncaged Ca 2ϩ is sufficient to synergize with iontophoretic application of glutamate to Purkinje neustant of NO in free solution, 3.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 cm 2 s Ϫ1 (Malinski et al., 1993) , and a decay half life of 10 ms, the space rons in culture (Kasono and Hirano, 1994) . However, in view of the significant differences between the mechaconstant for the concentration gradient of NO diffusing from a localized source (Wood and Garthwaite, 1994) nisms of LTD in neurons cultured from immature animals verses those in slices from young adults, it was neceswould be only 7 m. Contrary to common assumptions that NO is a long-range signal, NO could be local enough sary to recheck this question in our preparation. Our ability to replace depolarization by photoreleased Ca 2ϩ to explain input specificity of LTD induction. The NOCa 2ϩ coincidence detector also explains previous findconfirms that [Ca 2ϩ ] i elevation is the only direct essential contribution of either depolarization or CF stimulation ings that LTD in vivo and in slices tolerates no more than 20 ms between PF and subsequent CF activation to LTD induction in the acute slice preparation. The requirement for Na ϩ elevation and the unimportance of (Ekerot and Kano, 1989; Schreurs and Alkon, 1993) , which was confirmed in our patch-clamped preparation NO and cGMP for LTD in Purkinje neurons cultured from embryonic animals (Linden and Connor, 1992; Linden (Figure 3) . A slightly greater time delay might be tolerated after PF activity compared to NO uncaging, perhaps guanylate cyclase is the most likely receptor because this molecule is the only known common target for both because NO generation may continue for a few ms longer after cessation of PF activity. By contrast, the gases. Figure 5 now provides much more definitive evidence. ODQ, the most potent and specific inhibitor of reverse order of stimulus presentation, depolarization terminating before NO release, measures the persissGC , prevents NO-mediated LTD but can be bypassed by uncaging of cGMP as long tence of [Ca 2ϩ ] i elevations and permits 100-150 ms delay . Again, this coincidence requireas Ca 2ϩ elevation is also present. The ability of cGMP to circumvent ODQ blockade clearly places NO upment agrees with in vivo findings that up to 125 ms but not 250 ms delays between CF and PF stimulation allow stream of cGMP, shows that ODQ is acting specifically, and argues that no other actions of NO are essential. LTD formation (Ekerot and Kano, 1989) . Although Ca 2ϩ is generally considered one of the most dynamic of intraSurprisingly, elevation of cGMP by uncaging is not sufficient and still requires coincident Ca 2ϩ for LTD induction cellular messengers, NO appears to be an order of magnitude faster in this system and should be thought of (Figure 7) . The requirement for some [Ca 2ϩ ]i elevation together as resembling a classical fast neurotransmitter.
The best-defined molecular target for NO is sGC, with cGMP probably explains why Hartell (1994a) could only induce LTD with microinjected 8-bromo-cGMP if though many others, such as thiols in general (Hess et al., 1994) , the NMDA receptor (Lipton et al., 1996) , ADPhe also delivered 1 Hz parallel fiber stimulation. Eilers et al. (1995) have shown that such parallel fiber activity ribosyl transferase (Schuman et al., 1996) , and iron response elements (Jaffrey et al., 1994) (Ito and Karachot, 1990; Hartell, 1994a Hartell, , 1996 if not in culture. Our previous finding that uncaged CO could deliberately raising [Ca 2ϩ ] i by depolarization ( Figure 5 ) versus clamping [Ca 2ϩ ] i by addition of BAPTA to the substitute for NO implied that The highly schematized cartoons depict a Purkinje neuron with a patch-clamp electrode perfusing the cell body, an apical dendrite, and two postsynaptic spines. The shading represents cGMP levels just after a spatially uniform flash. Darker tones indicate higher cGMP concentrations. (A) Presumed cGMP levels after uncaging of DMNB-cGMP or NPE-cGMP. Because these cGMP esters are somewhat membrane-permeant, their concentrations are likely to decline with distance from the cell body and with increasing surface-to-volume ratio as in spines. A cloud of leaked ester may even be just outside the cell. The cGMP concentration profile just after photolysis would reflect the ester concentrations before photolysis. (B) Presumed cGMP levels after uncaging CM-cGMP. The two negative charges of CM-cGMP should greatly reduce membrane permeability and spatial nonuniformity of uncaged cGMP inside the cell. Subsequent decay of cGMP would require enzymatic hydrolysis. (C) Presumed cGMP levels after uncaging CNO-4 to release NO, assuming that sGC is localized to the spine heads. Although the NO from the CNO-4 would be spatially rather uniform, the cGMP would rise preferentially in the spines. NO derived from normal PF activity would be preferentially located near the active synapses on spines, further accentuating the cGMP localization. In either case, once cGMP production had shut off, local cGMP levels in postsynaptic spines could fall very rapidly by simple diffusion.
internal perfusate (Figure 7 ). In addition, voltage clampcoincidence between cGMP and Ca 2ϩ together with different spatiotemporal dynamics for NO-generated vering of the cell body as in our protocol reduces the [Ca 2ϩ ] i transients due to parallel fiber activity (Eilers et al., 1995) .
sus uncaged cGMP ( Figure 9C ) could explain the present results. This model and its supporting evidence are sumOur most unexpected and difficult to explain finding is that LTD induction allows cGMP to precede ⌬ [Ca 2ϩ ]i marized in Figure 10A . Experimental precedent exists for preferential generaby ‫002ف‬ ms (Figures 7 and 8 synapses, direct imaging of cAMP increases reveal that they begin at the finest distal processes and subsecannot explain why cGMP still needs Ca 2ϩ . A simple detector of coincidence between cGMP and Ca 2ϩ canquently propagate into thicker and more central regions of the neuron (Hempel et al., 1996) . Localization of trannot explain why the signal generated by NO is so much shorter-lived than cGMP seems to be. Various artifactual sient cGMP to spines would help explain why immunohistochemistry has been unable to detect cGMP inexplanations such as massive overdosing of uncaged cGMP or leakage of DMNB-cGMP from the cell were creases in Purkinje neurons stimulated by NO donors (Southam et al., 1992; Wood et al., 1994) , despite the tested and found to be implausible. Also, NO does not curtail the duration of action of uncaged cGMP, since undoubted high concentrations of sGC and PKG in these cells (Nakane et al., 1983; Matsuoka et al., 1992) . It would simultaneous uncaging of both NO and cGMP proved no different from cGMP alone ( Figure 8B) . be most interesting to image cGMP directly in live Purkinje neurons, but this would require reengineering the One hypothesis is that the cGMP produced by parallel fiber activity or uncaged NO is spatially more localized fluorescent sensor of cAMP to respond selectively to cGMP. This difficult task is underway in our laboratory. ( Figure 9C ) and therefore much more transient than that produced by uncaging cGMP (Figures 9A and 9B ). It
The hypothesis of local cGMP production also predicts that sGC is not floating free in the cytoplasm as its name would make sense for the sGC and PKG to be preferentially localized in the Purkinje neuron's spines together may imply but rather is preferentially localized to spines. Also, cGMP accumulation would need to turn off in milliwith their ultimate targets, the glutamate receptors of the AMPA subtype (Ito and Karachot, 1990 ; Hé mart et seconds after NO is withdrawn. No such biochemical mechanism is known yet perhaps because current in al., 1994). Even if NO were uncaged uniformly throughout the Purkinje neuron, cGMP synthesis might be confined vitro biochemical studies of sGC, e.g., Stone and Marletta (1996) , are based on the enzyme from lung, which to the spines ( Figure 9C ). Upon cessation of cGMP production, the local cGMP levels could fall within millisechas no need to participate in millisecond temporal discrimination. Furthermore, purified sGC is isolated from onds, simply by diffusion of cGMP into the much larger volume of the dendritic shafts a micron or so away. By its natural environment, which contains other factors such as PKG or phosphodiesterases that might turn it contrast, cGMP produced by uncaging would be roughly spatially uniform throughout the Purkinje cell ( Figure 9B) , off or degrade its product. An alternative explanation is to postulate two separate so the cGMP concentrations could fall only by enzymatic destruction, whose time constant could well be huncoincidence detectors, one for NO and Ca 2ϩ , another for cGMP and Ca 2ϩ ( Figure 10B ). Unfortunately, the most dreds of milliseconds. Thus, a single fast detector of (A) A single molecular detector of coincidence between cGMP and Ca 2ϩ (labeled as "AND" gate) could explain both the ‫01ف‬ ms tolerance for NO ϩ Ca 2ϩ and the ‫002ف‬ ms for cGMP ϩ Ca 2ϩ if the spatial profiles of cGMP differ as hypothesized in Figures 9B and 9C . Although PKG is drawn inside the "AND" gate because it is an essential target for cGMP, we do not know the actual effector for Ca 2ϩ or how that molecule interacts with the cGMP pathway. The scheme also summarizes the various pharmacological inhibitors (pointing to x's interdicting their target pathways) and caged compounds (in italics) used in the work by Lev-Ram et al. (1995) and the present work to block and rescue LTD induction, respectively. (B) An alternative hypothesis of two distinct coincidence detectors does not need to postulate differing spatial profiles of cGMP. The first coincidence detector allows a very short window of ‫01ف‬ ms for NO and Ca 2ϩ to coincide to give cGMP production. A second coincidence detector requires cGMP and Ca 2ϩ but tolerates 200-300 ms gap. The inhibitors and caged compounds are the same as in (A) and are omitted for brevity. obvious target for NO, sGC, is not Ca 2ϩ -activated at minutes rather than milliseconds. Caged compounds physiologically plausible Ca 2ϩ and Mg 2ϩ concentrations permit analyses of timing windows with millisecond pre- (Olson et al., 1976; Mayer et al., 1992) . The only clear cision, which are powerful tools to dissect complex incase of a Ca 2ϩ -dependent guanylate cyclase is in retinal teractions of multistep signaling pathways. photoreceptors, where the effect of raising [Ca 2ϩ ] i is inhibition rather than stimulation (Gorczyca et al., 1994) .
Experimental Procedures
The roles for NO, cGMP, and Ca 2ϩ in the induction of Purkinje neuron LTD curiously parallel the initiation of Thin (300 m) sagittal slices were cut with a Microslicer DSK-3000W (D. S. K., Japan) from the cerebellar vermis of rats ages LTP in hippocampal CA1 neurons. Such LTP requires 18-21 days. Synaptic currents in Purkinje cells were recorded in the coincidence of glutamate with depolarization to open whole-cell patch-clamp configuration (Hamill et al., 1981; Edwards NMDA receptors (Bliss and Collingridge, 1993), followed et al., 1989) . The cells were directly visualized through a 10ϫ water by coincidence of a retrograde signal such as NO with immersion objective on an upright microscope (Axioplan, Carl Zeiss presynaptic activity (Arancio et al., 1996) . Retrograde Inc.). In some cases, the surfaces of Purkinje somata were gently NO seems to act via presynaptic cGMP, which still needs cleaned using large-bore micropipettes. Tight-seal whole-cell presynaptic electrical activity to exert its effects (Zhuo recordings (seal resistance Ͼ10 gigaohms) were made with patch pipettes with 3-4 megohm resistance and an Axopatch 200A (Axon et al., 1994; Arancio et al., 1995) , but it remains to be requirements were assessed only over timescales of
